An Institute for
Core-Plus Mathematics Facilitators
June 24-26, 2014
Kalamazoo, MI

Intended Audience:

• Experienced Core-Plus Mathematics professional development providers

• Experienced Core-Plus Mathematics teachers wishing to become trainers

• Curriculum leaders with the responsibility of providing professional development in their district

• Independent consultants.

Goals of the Institute:

• To become familiar with the new CCSS Edition of Core-Plus Mathematics and the newly published TCMS materials

• To provide networking opportunities for current professional development providers

• To provide and share resources for new and experienced workshop facilitators of the programs
### Preliminary Agenda

**Day 1**
- What have we learned from 20 years of *Core-Plus Mathematics* professional development?
- Features of high-quality professional development
- Overview of the CCSS Edition of *Core-Plus Mathematics* and of *Transition to College Mathematics and Statistics (TCMS)*
- Modeling professional development based on a lesson from *TCMS*

**Day 2**
- Digging deeper into the CCSS Edition of *Core-Plus Mathematics*—textbooks, *CPMP-Tools* updates, and ConnectED
- Discussion of workshop outlines used by current *Core-Plus Mathematics* facilitators—What have we learned?
- Modeling and discussing ways to incorporate assessment into workshops—What have we learned?

**Day 3**
- Engaging in video analysis
- Discussion of using video in workshops
- Various working groups improve the *Core-Plus Mathematics* facilitator outlines and develop a *TCMS* outline based on the institute discussions and your needs. The outlines will be shared with all participants.
Information Form

Please mail the completed information form and your check for $350 to:

Core-Plus Mathematics Project
WMU Mathematics 5248
1903 West Michigan Ave.
Kalamazoo, MI 49008-5248

Do not make flight reservations until you receive confirmation of acceptance for the institute. You will be notified no later than May 15 of acceptance.

Questions? Email: beth.ritsema@wmich.edu

Name:

Address:

Phone:

Email for confirmation and other communication:
Your educational responsibilities/role:

Please outline your experience related to:

Teaching *Core-Plus Mathematics* (Please specific which of Courses 1–4 you have taught and for how many years.)

Providing teacher training in general and based on *Core-Plus Mathematics*

Your goals:

Why do you wish to attend this institute?

How much time do you expect to devote to providing professional development during the summer months?
How much time do you expect to devote to providing professional development during the academic year?

**Input for designing the institute:**

What experiences and ideas would you like to share with other professional development providers?

What topics would you like to have addressed during the institute?